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Illustrator logo templates

Knowledge needed: Basic Knowledge IllustratorRequires: Adobe Illustrator CS5Project Time: 1-3 HoursRetind File There are hundreds, if not thousands, of ways to attract each letter from hundreds of different written languages and the shape of that letter can dictate the entire tenor of its parent word or phrase. In this article you will highlight how to manipulate glyphs from the font to create a unique,
appropriate style of letter. Learn how to slice and dice shapes to create a logo design that is simple but recognizable and, most importantly, ready to print. This tutorial will only skim surface capabilities, but these basic techniques can unlock the infinite potential in the world of logo creation. Start with the word you would like to develop around. I will use the corrected word ACHIO, which, in our case, is
hydroelectric power. Take a sketch and draw some forms that remind you of the word. These forms will be the starting point for what will be a house of our type. Try pushing boundaries, you never know which parts can make it into your final design.02. BrainstormOpen up illustrator and explore several different font options. If you don't have many fonts, I suggest heading losttype.com and picking up a few.
Here you can see some of the options I've made for myself. Let's look at what I have, I think I like the third right, although I think it's a bit high. Let's make some adjustments!03. Create outlinesI with the help of Mensch Morgan Knutson, but for what I mean, I think the letters are a bit high and I don't like A in this scenario. Increase the size of the text and then create contours by selecting it and ⌘ or using
Type's Create Outlines.04. Set up the letter Delete A and highlight the anchor points in the top half of the text with a direct selection tool. This font works well because it has got vertically straight sides. I'm a nudger, so I use the arrow shift'down to make the text a little less compressed, but you could drag the dots down with the mouse - just make sure you hold the shift key to keep them upright in the line.
Duplicate U and move it to the left of I; This will be our new A. Object's transformation to reflect it horizontally - if you have it selected, you can also right click on it and quickly get access to transform the zgt; rotate the palette. Because we want to be in line with the font, duplicate I, rotate it to 90 and bring it to the new A to create a crossbar.06. Learn to kernSquish your new crossbar in so that it fits into the
stems of A. Find the right height for the crossbar and group (⌘'G) or Pathfinder's qgt; combine the two shapes that create your new A. Toss it among other emails until your kerning feels appropriate.07. Start doing shapeNow, let's look back at our sketches and choose a form to create. As I'd have two or three for a client, but for our purposes, just creating drops drops To be done. When creating a logo, it is
best to start with black and white, using negative space to build a shape that can only work with one color. Let's start with the circle - click L to quickly access the ellipse tool and hold the shift by drawing it to make it perfectly round.08. Make dropletSelect the top anchor point with your direct selection tool and move it up. Switch to the pen tool (P) and hold the option - it quickly gets access to the envelope in
the anchor point tool. Click on the point you just moved to remove the non-travel points.09. Clean the shape OfForm is a little imperfect, so take the top handle of the right point and move it up. Place the guide by dragging down from your ruler (turn it on with ⌘'R) and line it up with the top handle - the reason is that we want the other side to be perfectly symmetrical. Moving the handle of the left anchor
point to the guide. Apply a thick white, outer touch to the new shape of the drop.10. Frame your letteringNow to draw a black rectangle around your emails (I also blurred the mine out a bit more). Select the letters and change their fill color to white, then move them in front of the black rectangle with ⌘-X, then ⌘-F. Apply the same white, outer stroke (from the drop) to the rectangle, and move it along with
the letter shapes on top of the drop. If it looks like it's a drop, move it above the drop in the palette layers or use ⌘-X, then ⌘-F. Once everything feels good, duplicate the black rectangle and move it straight up and to the side (this will be our ribbon shape later).11. Start creating a ribbon Choose a rectangle behind the letters and the object of the Path of the Stroke. Then grouping it with your letters,
selecting both and ⌘-G. With your new band selected, the effect of the zgt; warp arcs about 15. With both still selected, the object is zgt; expand the look and then group them with ⌘'shift'G. Return to the black rectangle you've moved out of the way before and make it a little wider across the boundary field. Add anchor points to the middle of each side (smart guides will help you align them perfectly) and
push each of them to the middle of the form to create a ribbon.12. Start by setting up a completely flat Turn shape from the stroke on the ribbon shape and apply the same arc effect by clicking on the ⌘'shift-E (or effect of the zgt; Apply effect). Move it over the shape of the drop and the object to zgt; expand the look. Select a drop, the Object of the Outline Stroke, and then duplicate it (⌘-C then ⌘-F). With
the new drop still selected, Pathfinder is a unite (this should give you all the white drops on top of the other). Choose both the white drop, the tape and the Pathfinder, minus front.13. Slice and dice your shapesSubs the original black banner (not the text) and its white touch and ⌘-C, then ⌘-F, then Pathfinder's Unite. Choose this white banner and droplets behind it Pathfinder is minus the front. Directly
select the white touch around the banner and remove it with the help Key.14. Clean the parts into your right ribbon piece and create a new anchor point along the left side with the tool handle. Move this anchor point near the lower right corner of the main banner shape. Remove the handles from the new anchor point as well as the one in the bottom left corner (in the same shape) by clicking each point with
the pen tool while holding the option. Directly select both the newly created anchor point and the right anchor point of the main form of the banner (in this order!) and horizontally and vertically align the anchor points with the alignment palette. Repeat on the left side.15 With combine your figuresSub three parts of the banner and Pathfinder to Unite. If for some reason you can't see the text, just move this new
form below the text into the layer palette. Now you should have only three pieces - text, banner, drop16. Finish with the colors Now we have a completely flat logo that is ready for any printer and can be easily manipulated for a monochrome or multicolored version. Try a few different color combinations and find what you like. This is just the beginning of what the logo might look like, but, in general, just
better! Chandler Van De Water is a designer from Greenville, S.C. He loves Jesus, great typography and well-designed beer. When he is not designing style-heavy art, he designs hop-heavy home brews. He's nothing without a beard or a wife. Liked? Read this! Creating a logo for your company allows you the opportunity to talk to your customers and potential customers in an artistic, visually stimulating
way. The logo can give consumers an idea of the identity of your business and make your brand instantly recognizable without using the words or name of the company. Ideally, the logo should represent the company or organization accurately enough that the viewer no longer needs anything to identify your brand. Almost any organization can justify the creation of a logo. This includes companies of all
sizes, nonprofit groups, special events, campaigns of political candidates, clubs or professional networks. Even countries create logos for themselves through their national flags, official seals and other similar symbolic works of art. Any organization that wants to communicate with an audience, whether consumers, voters or followers, can benefit from the logo to convey a short, simple message more clearly
and succinctly. If your company has a marketing budget, hire a graphic designer or logo design company to create a logo. Tell your company's mission and personality clearly to your designers to reduce the need for revision. Your logo must be printed on all promotional materials, forms and business cards. It must be on your company's website and can be attached to all of the company's emails. Your logo
should be visible on the Outdoor store signage and in your store as well. The logo is an important part of the company's message, marketing and image, because that immediately conveys to the viewer the mission and values of the company. It keeps the company constantly present in the mind of the consumer when it is easily recognized and consistently used by all advertising and communication
companies. A logo can mean the difference between a customer remembering your brand or forgetting it. Target Bull's Eye, Macintosh's bitten apple, Nike swoosh, Coca-Cola classic script, and Microsoft's four-color wavy windows are all examples of brands that have had a huge impact on American society. The logos themselves have not made these companies successful, but the image of the company's
logo instantly reminds consumers of all the message and individuality of the brand itself. Himself.
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